
We can make it easier
for you to get to the
heart of good health

Good health is an important part of an
active lifestyle and needs to preserved.
At Radio Shack, we have an assortment
of great products to help you monitor
your health or to help track a personal
fitness program.
Two compact blood pressure monitors,
with special auto -inflate feature, let you
check important numbers almost any-
where without a stethoscope. Our digital
fever thermometer provides fast and ac-
curate temperature readouts. Miniature -
sized biofeedback stress monitor helps
you learn to relax. Belt -clip distance me-
ters let you track your workout and dis-
play how far you have gone-AND to
show you how far you have come!

TO Compact, automatic
blood pressure monitor
A lightweight, compact, instrument that
makes it easy to check your blood pres-
sure components: systolic, diastolic and
pulse rate. Easy one -hand operation-
simply insert your finger into the adjust-
able finger cuff and the monitor auto -
inflates to the correct pressure at the
press of a button. LCD shows blood pres-
sure and pulse rate. Rejects any false
readings resulting from arm movement.
Small enough to travel with. Requires 9V

battery. Available Sep.
30, 1994.
63-638 .... 79.99
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Digital display
workout monitor
Compact fitness moni-
tor with digital LCD
display measures dis-
tance in miles or kilo-
meters and calculates
calorie burn. With
stopwatch and work-
out timer. Detachable
belt clip. With battery.
63-615 29.99

Precise digital
pedometer
Digital pedometer ac-
curately measures up
to 99,999 steps and
up to 999.99 miles.

Large easy -to -
read LCD display.
Includes built-in
belt clip and
RS386A battery.
New low price
(was 19.99 in '94

Cat). 63-682 .. 14.99

(#4- Automatic blood pressure
monitor with LCD display
The convenient way to check vital numbers.
Arm cuff auto -inflates to the correct pressure
at the touch of a button. Easy -to -read LCD
display shows systolic, diastolic and pulse rate
without a stethoscope. Visual symbols guide
you through the entire procedure. Checks
blood pressure from 20-280mm/Hg and
pulse rate from 40-200 beats per minute.
Built-in memory stores last readings. With
auto -shutoff and low -battery indicator. Re-
quires four "AA" batteries. Available Nov.15,1994.
63-639 79.99

Facts about blood pressure

0 Blood pressure is measured in
two components: Systolic-the

pressure when the heart contracts, and
Diastolic-the pressure exerted when
the heart rests. Of course, the pulse
rate-the number of heartbeats in a
given amount of time-is also important.
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LCD fever thermometer
You get a precise digital readout, accurate to
± 0.2°. Beeper sounds when temperature
measurement is complete. Uses disposable
sterile tip covers (available in most local drug-
stores). Low battery indicator. Automatic shut-
off feature extends battery life. Includes
RS357A battery. 63-655 9.99

Rechargeable cordless massager
Relax yourself after a tough day. Portable cordless massager helps reduce
tension and relieve tired, aching muscles. Soft, beaded and spot massage
surfaces are perfect for getting to the "exact" spot. Compact, lightweight
design. Handy wrist strap. UL listed AC charger. 63-650 21.99

You should never begin any exercise program without consulting a physician.

Biofeedback
stress monitor
Learn to control stress.
Electronically detects
body changes caused
from stress. Changing
tones help you slow
down after a busy day.
Measures galvanic skin
resistance. Requires 2

"AA" batteries.
63-664 14.99


